Peak Frequency™ Light
Location of Light Centers on the Physical Body
Light from the sun enters the body at the top of the head and ideally flows through the body and out the feet.
As our bodies receive light, which is information energy in waves, we process it using all our experiences and
abilities, including our genetics. If light does not get stuck or trapped somewhere along its path, its healing energy flows through us into SKA (our earth) and becomes available to every living inhabitant.
Hormone
Glands

Description of Light Spectrum
Energy in each Light Center

Pituitary

GOLD: Mind Center–
receives, knowledge, impressions, thoughts, intelligence.

Pineal

YELLOW: Focus CenterUnderstanding, seeing
the future, put things in
perspective, focus, hope.

Thyroid

GREEN: Identity Centermake decisions and determinations, teach, testify, express
and profile yourself.

Mammary BLUE: Motivation
Center- excitement, inspiration,
feel what is right for you.
Kidneys
&
Adrenals

VIOLET: Relations CenterYour relationships/passionships with others, mercy,
tenderness, family
bonding.

Pancreas

ORANGE: Balance Centerphysical, spiritual, mental,
and emotional balance,
allowance of freedom
for self and others, doing or
acting in a balanced way
for you.

Testicles
or
Ovaries

RED: Peace Centeracting without fear, sharing
love, finish what is started,
create new realities,
endurance.

Description of Light Spectrum
Energy Deficiency in each
Light Center
GOLD: worry, stress, guilt,
accepting of un-truth and
deceits, live in artificial or
illusional realities.
YELLOW: depression, judging,
revenge, suspiciousness, hopelessness.
GREEN: loneliness, self-deceit.
cheating, deceiving, selfadoration, procrastination, lack
of dedication and commitment.

BLUE: hate, envy, critical,
desirous for power, depriving
self and others.

VIOLET: addiction, self-pity,
merciless, careless, disgusted,
doesn’t like to touch or be
touched.
ORANGE: gluttony, greed,
laziness, limiting self and
others, putting things at risk,
extremist.

RED: fear, lust, shame, being
obstinate, unforgiving, exerting
power and control over others,
cause of death and destruction.

As each frequency band of light has a visual color on the spectrum, it possesses other aspects in addition to color such as;
tone or sound, shape or symbolic dimension, smell or odor, vibrational wave patterns or texture, emotional feelings, and a
host of aspects that cannot be experienced by the senses of the physical body. These realms are experienced in the psyche,
super-conscious, spiritual, or metaphysical bodies.
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